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We greet the unification members of Japan, from South Africa and Africa and Beyond from the 

Revelation spiritual home foreign on behalf of the Revelation spiritual home and the nation the Blue 

Nation the nation of Amazon the nation of infinity Zulu our creator we want to encourage you the 

members of the Unification Church in Japan under the persecutions that you are suffering. 

 

Your belief is your belief and if you decided to follow Reverend Moon when he began his organization 

There are certain things that we have seen in Reverend Moon and today mother Moon called The True 

Mother you are happy and you believe in their message of love and unity in the world and togetherness 

that should be enough for you in order for you to remain as a loyal follower all Humanity on Earth we are 

followers of something and this is where people do not get it right people think that when we moved away 

from the traditional rulership in the past and we entered what you would call to date a democracy and 

governments we are now free but it is not true because even today we are still followers of something if 

there's a government you are the followers of that government because their laws that the government 

passes and you are still followers of the government that you are following so as human beings will 

always be followers of something what as a human you need to be sure of be sure of what you follow 

consult spiritually if what you are following is the right path if you as followers of the unification all these 

years are satisfied with the direction that the leadership of unification is guiding you or leading you to that 

should be enough the world will always have its own views we had an era of traditional media that 

compromised of so many different views today we are even in the era of social media that can be able to 

pass individual thoughts into the world if you are led by media traditional media social media you'll be 

the most confused person on Earth as we can see today people are confused who need to decide what you 

follow be encouraged make your own decision be your own person don't follow crowds don't follow me 

there don't follow the will be your own person be your own person and if you think the path that you are 



 

 

going is correct and that's it until something comes and that can convince you otherwise be your own 

person We Are Spiritual people in Africa following the footsteps of our ancestors and would like to say to 

you unification members in Japan be strong everything will pass even this one will pass to match on we 

say continue to Soldier on at the end you will win at the end you'll overcome great things in your life a 

massage May our creator bless you and give you strength Zulu 
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